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Front-page News

Some events of the day

The coloured carnival called "Giù la maschera"

The Ladin Museum of Fassa is in San Giovanni, Vigo di
Fassa. It offers the possibility to discover the valley’s
evolution through an innovative and multimedia
perspective, with widescreen video – interactive -footage
from the prehistory to the modern age.

The Bufoni is the wittiest and the most playful.
The Lachè recites the phrases in Lain that opens
the parties. The Marascons make noise and
clank with their cowbells, shaken step by step
while dancing and jumping. Children can learn
this and other funny stories on "carnascèr
fascian" (Fassa’s carnival in Ladin) at the
workshop "Giù la maschera", today at 4.45 p.m.
in the Ladin Museum in Vigo (cost: 3 euro). The
thematic sections of the museum open the
doors to the little hosts, who can explore them
amongst masks, feasts and the most cheerful
traditions of the Ladin carnival. Moreover, in
special rooms they can realize the Bufon’s hut or
the Salvan’s contour with colour paper scissors
and glue. While children play, parents can visit
the Museum (cost: 3 euro).

The slaps’ dance
Canazei
8.45 pm – Piaz Marconi. Tonight the presentation of
the weekly programme for the viilage, and in the
breaks the performance of the original folk group
Schuhplatter, that means in german "the one who
slaps his shous". The dancing show the slaps on
thighs and shoes.

"Fagiolino slave of 2 masters"
Pozza di Fassa
9.00 pm – Padiglione Manifestazioni. Taken from the
Arlecchino’s comedy, the puppets’ show presented
by the theatrical centre Corniani.

Negritella, the mountain’s voices
Campitello di Fassa

Easy walks

Passepartout

9.00 pm – Padiglione Manifestazioni at Ischia.
Concert of the choral group Negritella, composed by
around thirty elements and directed by Renato

From Campitello to Cherpei

Flying over the park

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

From the picuresque centre of Campitello walk
throrgh the street Strèda de Morandin and then
through Strèda de Col da Faè in order to cross
the old centre of the hamlet. Turn off the street
Strèda de Col de Faé, walking for few metres the
Street de Cherpei and going straight on along
Street de Crousc. Nearby the last house, ascend
a ramp keeping the right side, towards the ski lift
along a lane lined by bushes. Before getting to
the ski lift, follow the grassy path that crosses
the lift ten meters below the its end. Continue
walking on the lane in order to reach with a short
ascent the bump Cherpei. The spot is shady and
perfect to let children play freely. You come
back to the village along the same path,
backwards.

Eagle, eagle owl, the black woodpeckers, black
grouse and moor grouse (the biggest amongst
roosters, in danger of extinction in many forests
of the Alps) and other birds that chose the park
Parco di Paneveggio di San Martino as their
homeland. The population, which enriches in an
extraordinary way the faunal heritage of the
natural area (that covers Primiero, Fiemme and
Fassa), is displayed in the conference "In volo
nel parco. Un mondo di canti, piume e vivaci
apparizioni", tonight at 9.00 p.m. in the Council
Chamber of the Municipal building of Moena. A
faunal expert of the park will explain the features
and the curiosities of each species (including
the migratory ones) with the footage of beautiful
images shot in the park.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
In Val di Fassa, in the last centuries, mothers used to wean their babies very soon after birth, for the
reason that they had little milk because of the hard work in the fields and at home, restarted few time
later after the childbirth. It happened that they gave the children the "jufa da pop" (a rye or wheat flour
diluted with cow milk or water), usually before the baptism. This phenomenon was strictly linked
with infant mortality rate: if the infant was strong and had a good stomach, he could digest it.
Otherwise, he died due to digestive problems.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

27/08/2013 (9.00 am)
Climbing course (7-14 years old): on
the route with rope and karabiner.
Canazei

28/08/2013 (8.30 am)
Around the mountain dairies: the
flavoursome and green pastures of
Jumela (outing against payment).
Pozza di Fassa
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